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THE PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF IMPLEMENTING

OREGON'S MINIMUM STREAM FLOW PROGRAM

ABSTRACT: Oregon's minimum stream flow program

attempts to preserve adequate flows of water for

the instream needs of aquatic life and pollution

abatement. Conflicts with consumptive uses of

water have indicated that improvements are needed

in the program. The conflicts are explored and

specific improvements suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to: (1) delineate the political

and legal context within which the minimum stream flow (MSF)

program in Oregon is functioning, (2) analyze the conflicts that

are causing problems for the MSF program, and (3) suggest possible

modifications in the program that could alleviate some of the

problems.

The western states of the U.S.A. all operate under an

"appropriation doctrine" or modification thereof. This doctrine

allows for acquisition on the part of private parties of rights

to use water for what the various states have defined as beneficial

uses. The list of beneficial uses traditionally has included

mining, manufacturing, industrial, power, irrigation, domestic

and municipal, fish propagation, and stock watering uses. More

recently, in some jurisdictions recreation has also been recognized

as a beneficial use. In dealing with water in stream channels it



is important to look at the relationship of different beneficial

uses to quantity, quality, timing, and location of flow. A

given beneficial use may adversely affect another beneficial use

in regard to one or more of these characteristics. Traditionally

in our country, changes an upstream appropriator of water caused

in the quantity, quality, timing, and/or location of flow were of

concern only insofar as they had a detrimental effect on traditional

utilitarian uses of water downstream. Damages to aquatic life and

water quality £. se were given little consideration. Instream

water uses, for example commercial and sports fishing, suffered in

this arrangement. But commercial and sports fishermen had little

power to alter the situation. More recently, the public at large

has become concerned about amenity values, including protection of

the instream values of fish life, water-based recreation, and water

quality. This concern has resulted in political actions that attempt

to safeguard these values.

In Oregon, the Water Resources Department (WRD) has been

granted authority by the Legislature to establish minimum stream

flows in order to maintain aquatic life and minimize pollution

(ORS 536.310). The NSF concept works as follows. An appropriator

is allowed to divert water as long as the level of the stream in

question is above the established NSF. Once the level of the stream

drops below the MSF, the appropriator must close his diversion gates

if his water right is junior to the date of establishment of the

MSF. If however the appropriator received his water right before

the NSF was established, he need not close his water diversion

gates even though the water level of the stream he is diverting
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from falls below the NSF. A person in the latter position is

termed a "senior appropriator."

Bef ore proceeding to outline the problems and issues of

implementing Oregon's MSF program, a brief di8cussion of the role

of federal and regional authority in regard to protection of instream

values is in order. Due to the federal "implied reservation

doctrine" (deriving from the 1908 Supreme Court decision in the

case of Winters v. United States and a number of subsequent court

cases), it is now recognized that all federal reserved lands

(e.g., national forests, national parks) carry with them rights

to water necessary to carry out the purposes for which the lands

were withdrawn. For streams flowing through federal lands, the

doctrine has the potential of benefiting a number of instream values

that state programs cannot presently guarantee due to the constraints

of their own appropriation doctrines. Those streams within the

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System have, in effect, minimum

stream flows established within their boundaries that protect

water quality, scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife,

and cultural values. The federal government has granted authority

within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System to acquire

existing water rights1. The Oregon NSF program, in contrast,

by statute may only protect the instream values of aquatic life

and pollution abatement (ORS 536.310). Of course, other instream

values may incidentally be protected in Oregon's program; but they

are not specifically recognized by statute as they are in the

federally-protected rivers in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers

System. The State has not granted authority to acquire existing
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water rights within the Oregon Scenic Waterways System.

At the regional level, authority is lacking to protect

instream values. Thus, conflicts between states relating to instream

values on interstate streams have not been resolved. A case in point

is the disagreement between Washington State and Idaho over the

Snake River. Washington desires that a minimum stream flow be

established on the Snake River to protect anadromous fish and

hydroelectric power generation needs while Idaho refuses to commit

itself on the question, claiming it needs a great deal of Snake River

water to fully develop its irrigated agriculture potential. Because

of the absence of a regional authority that can enforce minimum

stream flows on interstate streams Oregons WRD has not established

a MSF on the Columbia or Snake Rivers. Management of the Kiamath

River is governed by a California-Oregon compact. This compact

places a limit on irrigation development of the River, but does

not establish a MSF2.

OREGON'S MINIMUM STREAM FLOW PROGRAM

Early Legal Protection of Instream Values

There was relatively little legislation in Oregon before the

middle of the twentieth century to protect instream values. One

notable exception was a 1915 act by the Legi8lature that withdrew

streams flowing into the Columbia Gorge from appropriation, in

order to assure that the free-flowing streams and waterfalls in

the Gorge would be protected. A bill passed in the Legislature

in the drought year of 1977 that would have overturned this early

legislation and granted water rights in the Columbia Gorge

(H.B. 3243) was vetoed by Governor Straub.
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1955 Le1slation

Two basic approaches are used at present in Oregon to maintain

quantities of water within stream channels: the stream classification

approach and the minimum stream flow approach. Both avenues derive

from the 1955 Water Resources Act. This Act established the State

Water Resources Board, directed it to formulate a water resources

program for the state, and provided guidelines to be followed in

the formulation of said program. Specifically, the 1955 legislation

called upon the Board to take into consideration certain declarations

of policy, among them: "the maintenance of minimum perennial stream

flows sufficient to support aquatic life and to minimize pollution

shall be fostered and encouraged if existing rights and priorities

under existing laws will permit" (ORS 536.310). The law also gave

the Board authority, subject to existing rights, to ttclasgify and

reclassify the lakes, streams, underground reservoirs or other

sources of water supply . . . as to the highest and best use and

quantities of use thereof for the future" (ORS 536.340). Also

included was authority to withdraw unappropriated waters from

appropriation by State Water Resources Board order (ORS 536.410).

The present Attorney General has given a verbal opinion that this

latter portion of the legislation grants authority to withdraw

waters from appropriation on a temporary basis only3.

In 1975, the State Water Resources Board was replaced by the

State Water Resources Department (WRD). The WRD consists of

the Water Policy Review Board (WPRB), the Water Resources Director,

and the staff and assistants working under the Water Resources

Director. The Water Resources Department is directed by state law

to promote maximum development of the whole state, encourage
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multiple-purpose rather than single-purpose development, and

protect existing rights (ORS 536.310).

River Basin Programs

The Water Resources Department, as the Water Resources Board

before it, carries out its mandate to manage the water resources

of the state by way of periodic issuance of river basin program

statements. The state is divided into eighteen river basins and

each has a program. Each program statement includes a summary of

findings of the character of the river basin, its water supplies,

and anticipated needs. This is followed by a declaration of the

adopted water management policy for the basin. The policy includes

a classification of waters, outlining which uses will be allowed.

Water rights that have been previously granted for uses not declared

by the program to be highest and best uses may be retained by

their holders, but it is declared in the river basin programs

that no further water rights for such uses will be issued. River

basin programs also include a delineation of the minimum stream

flow location8, if any, that have been established within the basin.

The programs state that no diversions of water may be made that

lower the water level below the established MSF, except in the

case of water needed for domestic or livestock use. Basin programs

include additional stipulations on water use within the basin, for

example requirements that the rights to use water for industrial

or mining purposes have attached conditions that prevent any

effluents or return flows from these uses impinging on other

beneficial uses of water.

The authority granted the Water Resources Department to
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classify waters of the state for highest and best uses basically

is a kind of "water use zoning" power. In some cases, primarily

inetream uses have been declared by the WRD to be the highest and

best uses of water. For example, on the lower Deschutes River

(see Fig. 1) the following have been declared to be water uses

permitted: recreation, fish and wildlife, irrigation of lawns

and non-commercial gardens not exceeding acre, domestic and

livestock uses, and power development not exceeding 7j theoretical

horsepower4. An examination of the total range of water uses

declared to be "beneficial uses" in the state in ORS 536.300 shows

that all possible beneficial uses have been allowed on the lower

Deechutes River except for municipal, commercial irrigation,

industrial, and mining uses of water. Continuing with the illustrative

example of the lower Deschutes River, it is worthwhile to note

that the aforementioned uses that are excluded from the lower

Deachutes are uses that at present virtually do not exist in the

vicinity of the lower Deschutes River. Thus, in the eventuality

of the development of new kinds of utilitarian uses in a given

region in the future, the question arises: Would the WRD continue

to classify waters to the exclusion of utilitarian uses should those

uses be determined to be detrimental to existing fish life and

other instream values? Herein lies the crux of the issue concerning

the ability of the classification of waters approach to preserve

adequate amounts of water for instream needs.

The Oregon Scenic Waterways initiative declares recreation

and fish and wildlife uses to be the highest and best uses of

the waters within scenic waterways (ORS 390.835). Thus, when the

river basin programs that cover scenic waterways come up for
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revision, the Water Resources Department will most likely classify

waters within the various scenic waterways for recreation, fish

5
and wildlife, and other compatible instream uses Such classification

of course will be subject to existing water rights. For streams

presently classified primarily for instream uses but not included

within the scenic waterwayB system, it is less certain that the

WRD would continue to classify waters for instream uses 8hould

there develop a need for the diversion of the waters for off-

channel purposes. A case in point is that of the state's coastal

streams. For much of this century, dairying and other economic

enterprises in coastal valleys relied largely on ground water

supplies to satisfy their needs, for example washing down barn

floors after milking. This reliance on ground water prevented

demands being placed on surface waters that are important for

anadromous fisheries. A great many of the streams in coastal

basins have been classified for essentially instream uses to

protect these fisheries. More recently, ground water tables have

been declining as the result of accelerated use of ground water

supplies. Thus, farmers are looking to surface waters as replace-

ment sources of supply. The Water Resources Department In its

current revision8 of coastal river basin programs is facing some

difficult decisions in how to classify many coastal streams so

as to protect instream needs and yet provide for the water needs

of the land-based portion of the coastal economy6.

MSF Program Implementation

As noted earlier, the WRD has the authority to e8tablish

MSF's on the basis of aquatic life and pollution abatement needs.

But at the present time, there is no standard methodology with
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which to determine MSF needs for pollution abatement. The federal

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is providing the Oregon

Department of Environmental Quality with funds, authorized in

conjunction with Section 208 of the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act Amendments of 1972, to develop a standard methodology

for determining MSF needs for pollution abatement. The Department

of Environmental Quality is now contracting with the WRD to

undertake the study7. The only established MSF in Oregon at

present that is based on pollution abatement needs is that on

the Tualatin River (see Fig. 1).

Moat MSF's established in the state are based upon data

supplied by the Department of Fish and Wildlife. This Department

determines the requirements of aquatic life for water flows on

a month-by-month basis, taking into account the peculiarities

of individual streams and the life cycles of the salmonid fish

in the streams. Of particular concern are the needs of anadromous

fish relating to the summer low-flow period of the year. During

the summer low-flow period, if water levels become too low, stream

temperatures will rise above the tolerance limits of these fish.

Another concern is that water levels mu8t not drop below particular

levels in the Interest of preserving the small organisms upon

which fish fry will feed upon their descent down the streams

after hatching. The quantities of water recommended as minimum

stream flows by the Department of Fish and Wildlife are not

necessarily the MSF's adopted by the WRD. The WRD gives a great

deal of consideration to the data inputs from the Department of

Fish and Wildlife, but also looks to other factors before making
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a decision. The WRD examines the hydrologic character of each

stream in question. Department of Fish and Wildlife data input

has delineated the water volume needs of aquatic life, but these

needs in some cases do not coincide with quantities of water

actually flowing in a stream channel at a given time. Stream

flows in many stream channels in Oregon are highly variable, both

on a seasonal and annual basis. The WRD in addition considers

municipal water requirements, both present and anticipated from

the stream channels. Finally, of course the WRD must consider

how much unappropriated water remains in the stream channels in

question.

Once MSF's are established by the WRD, they are enforced

in the field by state watermasters. There is one watermaster

for each of the eighteen river basin districts in the state.

MSF's can be suspended only by the WPRB. Upon appeals from

Junior appropriators cut off from appropriating water in drought

years, the WPRB has in several cases suspended MSF's (see Table 1).

For example, in 1977 the NSF on the South Umpqua River was

suspended for 120 days and the NSF on the White River was reduced

from 90 c.f.s. to 60 c.f.s. The WPRB denied the request for a

suspension of the NSF on the North Fork of the John Day River.

This denial has resulted in a lawsuit against the State, challenging

the authority of the WRD to enforce minimum stream flows on this

river.

Appropriation of Water for Fish Needs

The Water Resources Director ha8 in one instance accepted

an application for appropriation of water for instream fish needs.
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TABLE 1.

(Source: Tom Kline, Oregon Water Resource8 Dept., 1977)

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN TO SUSPEND
OR MODIFY MINIMUM STREAM FLOWS

Decision-making Body Year MSF Action

State Water Resources Board 1973 South Umpqua R. MSF suspended

Luckiamute R. MSF suspended

Pudding R. NSF suspended

John Day R. NSF suspended

White River MSF reduced

1974 Tualatin R. NSF redefined
(lowered)

Water Policy Review Board 1977 South Umpqua R. NSF suspended

White R. NSF reduced
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In 1977, he issued a water right for fish for an in-channel

flow of 700-2,000 e.f.s. of water stored behind Lost Creek Dam

on the Rogue River. This means that there will be a minimum of

700 c.fs. in a dry year at all times provided for fish from the

Lost Creek Dam to the mouth of the Rogue River8. The actual

appropriation of water for fish needs offers more certain protection

for a number of instream values than does the MSF approach to

protecting these values because it is not subject to suspension.

A policy of appropriating water for instream fish needs, however,

will by no means replace the MSF program in the future. This is

due to the definition of "appropriation." To qualify as an

appropriation, or a water right, a proposed use of water must

have a point of diversion9. Water has been appropriated for

fish hatcheries and for recreation in a number of instances in

Oregon. But in all cases there has been a point of diversion

involved: the fish hatcheries are offchannel and water is diverted

to them; the recreation water rights also involve water diverted

from a channel and delivered to, for instance, swimming pools

or campgrounds. A portion of the water stored behind Lost Creek

Dam can be appropriated for instream fish needs below the dam

because the apiliway of the dam qualifies as a point of diversion10.

The Department of Fish and Wildlife has recently filed for

40,000 acre-feet of storage in the proposed Applegate Reservoir

in the Rogue River drainage. The water right application is being

filed in hopes of safeguarding and increasing the existing

production of eteelhead and the fall migration of salmon in the

Applegate River. This water right application has yet to be

approved by the WRD. Lou Fredd of the Department of Fish and
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Wildlife believes the WRD doe8 not wish to make a policy of

11
appropriating water for fish and wildlife needs

Beneficiaries and Losers

The beneficiaries of the MSF program are primarily the

aquatic biota, fishermen (both sports and commercial), and to

a certain extent white-water recreationists. Dave Anderson,

fishery biologist from the Department of Fish and Wildlife,

states that low stream flows constituted the major problem for

fisheries in several streams in 1977. The low flow-warm water

problem is the limiting factor for salmonid species in these

12
streams Without the MSF program, yet more streams and fisheries

would be adversely affected.

The largest group of people directly harmed by the MSF

program are the irrigators, since their greatest need for water

withdrawals is precisely that time of year when streams are

most likely to drop to the level of established minimum stream

flows. Ted Conn, attorney from Lakeview, in speaking for the

irrigation interests points out that irrigation and agriculture

is one of the major industries in Oregon. Yet in the summer when

irrigators very much need the water, stream flows are at a level

such that only perhap8 257. of appropriated water rights can be

supplied13. Irrigators argue that more offstream storage sites

need to be developed. Offetream storage sites are sites not

located on perennial stream channels. Thus, offetream storage

sites include for example farm ponds and small reservoirs behind

dams on intermittent streams. With such sites, agriculture,

fisheries, and other needs for water could theoretically be better
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supplied during the period of summer low flowe. Frustration is

expressed by the irrigation interests both over the lack of

resolution of the question of how much water the federal government

needs to retain for use on federal reserved lands, and the costs

and complications involved in obtaining permits to build storage

reservoirs for irrigation'4. In the absence of construction of

many additional water storage sites for irrigation (and perhaps

even with them), it is probable irrigators that are junior

appropriators will continue to suffer from the MSF program.

Conflicts

Currently, water diversions in Oregon amount to 7 million

acre-feet per year (MAF/yr.). Of this total, irrigation accounts

for 817. Of the 7 MAF/yr. total water withdrawn, only 31% is

returned to the streams, while 697. is consumed'5. Because most

of the water withdrawn and consumed is used by agriculture,

return flows to streams are characterized by high salinity content,

high temperatures, added nutrients, and increased oxygen demand.

In 1975, Oregon had 1,853,000 acres of land under irrigation.

The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commision estimates that

Oregon will have 2,227,000 acres under irrigation by 198016.

Much of the new land to be brought under irrigation will use

water from the Columbia River. But there exist other areas in

the State where irrigation potential can also be further developed,

for example the Willamette Valley. Irrigated agriculture and

other out-of..stream uses of water are important to the economy

of Oregon. But the people of the state, through their representatives

in the Legislature, have expressed a concern for the preservation
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of non-traditional inatream values. Thus, there will probably

continue to be conflicts over the 11SF program.

A. indicated earlier, irrigators along the North Fork of

the John Day River (see Fig. 1) have challenged the authority

of the Water Resources Department to enforce minimum stream flows.

Their lawsuit and its attendant causes represent a case study of

the conflicts and issues involved in the MSF program.

In 1962, the Water Resources Board adopted Administrative

Order WRB 20. This Order provided for an 11SF on the North Fork

of the John Day River. In 1973, the Water Resources Board suspended

the 11SF because of drought conditions. In 1977, a WPRB with

different members denied requests by junior appropriators to

again suspend the enforcement of the 11SF. On September 8, 1977,

Grant County Circuit Court Judge Walter I. Edmonds, Jr. issued

a preliminary injunction, enjoining the WRD from enforcing

WRB 20. Edmonds' order was based on findings outlined in his

Memorandum Opinion in the case of Jack Sweek, et al. v. State of

Oregon, by and through its Water Resource8 Department, et al.,

dated September 1, 1977. In this Opinion, the Judge found that

if the 11SF was enforced, the plaintiffs could stand to lose

$500,000 in crop and livestock damage. The damage to the North

Fork migratory fishery if the MSF was not enforced was found to

be largely speculative, based on the fact there were no massive

fish kills in the river in 1973 when the NSF was suspended

(although there were fewer spawning steelhead observed the

following spring due to a decrease in the insect population

because of very low water in 1973)17. Judge Edinonds further found

that "Although minimum stream flows are mentioned as a policy to
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be fostered under ORS 536.310(7) they do not have the status of

water right under present law." He vent on to say "The protection

and conservation of migratory fish for the benefit of the people

Is the public policy of the state, but that policy must be

balanced with other economic interests."'8

The State is filing a petition to have the Sweek case

brought to trial as soon as possible. The staff of the WRD

is confident that the State will win the case in the State Court

of Appeals. The feeling among the staff is that a decision in

the State's favor in a court having jurisdiction over the entire

State will, be beneficial for the minimum stream flow program.

Such a decision would set a precedent that would apply state-

wide. Future challenges of the NSF program in any circuit court

would then be unlikely19.

POSSIBLE MSF PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS

Increasing the Available Supply of Water DurInR Low Flow Periods

As previously noted, increasing the amount of upstream

storage would augment the low flows of streams in the critical

low-flow season. Theoretically, this would serve the interests

of both Irrigation and preservation of aquatic life. Because

most of the good storage sites have already been developed,

increasing the available supply of water by taking this cour8e

of action would be difficult. It Is doubtful that developing

offstream storage sites would significantly increase the amount

of water available for irrigation during the summer months.

There are other ways of increasing the available supply

of water during the low flow period. A great deal of water is

presently "wasted" in irrigation in the sense that it is diverted
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from the stream but not utilized by crops. It is reported that

water deliveries to farmers in Oregon vary from 4.0 to 8.2

acre-feet per irrigable acre, even though the amount of water

required by the state's most water-demanding crops is estimated

20
to be 3.0 acre-feet per irrigable acre If the wasted water

could be retained in the stream, effective implementation of the

MSF program would be less difficult. The question then becomes:

What incentives are offered to irrigators to line their irrigation

ditches or convert their more wasteful techniques to sprinkler

or drip irrigation techniques? At the present time, there are

virtually no incentives. Senate Bill 1037, submitted in the

1977 Legislative Assembly, called for a loan program for water

con8ervation improvements. S.B. 1037 died in committee.

Institutional and Legal Changes

Even if in the near future significantly more water could

somehow be made available in streams during the summer season,

there would remain the question of the duration of such a solution.

Given the propensity of utilitarian uses of water to expand to

the limits of available supply, a more permanent solution will

evtually be needed. This is where the need for institutional

and legal changes becomes apparent.

At the present time, holders of water rights have an interest

in being certain that other water users hold proper water rights,

and use only amounts of water that represent beneficial use. If

they see violations, they report them to the watermaster. The

WRD carries out investigations of water abuse primarily as the

21
result of complaints But who looks out for the interests of
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fish, pollution abatement, and other instream needs for water

and complains to the watermaster? Fishery biologists working

for the Department of Fish and Wildlife periodically monitor stream

flows, often in conjunction with watermastera when there are

questions about possible MSF violations. But because there are

relatively few fishery biologists and waterma8ters in relation

to the miles of streams that have established minimum stream

flows, enforcement of the MSF program has drawbacks. Enforce-

ment could be improved if assi8tant watermasters were funded by

the state. At present, they are paid by counties or water user

groups. Thia arrangement tends to make them responsive to local

interests, but often at the expense of strong enforcement of

programs of statewide significance, e.g., the MSF program. The

unfortunate experience of the North Fork John Day lawsuit has

indicated other changes that should perhaps be made to help

coordinate the MSF program with traditional uses of water.

Senate Bill 617 of the 1975 Legislative Assembly called for

adding the word conservation to, and deleting economic welfare

from, the purposes of the water resources statutes. It also

called for adding recreation to the purposes for which 1ISF's

could be established. S.B. 617 would have required the holders

of water rights to be notified of MSF programs likely to affect

them, and would have added standards by which water rights would

be granted or denied by the WRD. This bill did not pass the

legislature. Perhaps a second attempt should be made. Additional

changes that have been suggested to reform Oregon's water manage-

ment programs include: modifying water laws to allow for easier
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transfer of water rights, taxing water use on the principle that

water is a resource that has value22; granting tax credits to

irrigators who utilize more efficient means of irrigating, and

give up their rights to the water thus saved; and imposing time

limits on future water permits. Finally, the WRD could be given

the same authority with respect to the control of surface water

it has over ground water in critical situations. In the case of

ground water, if the water level is dropping, the Water Resources

Director has the option of declaring the ground water area

"critical." He may then take actions to reduce ground water

withdrawals. The range of actions includes the right to grant

priorities to specific uses, regardless of the chronological

order of filing for ground water permits23.

The preceding suggestions for reforms relating to the MSF

program would generally require significant changes of policy

at the legislative level. There exist also less nbitious,

but nevertheless potentially fruitful alternatives for improving

the 11SF program without requiring this kind of action. One

alternative is improving the WRD data retrieval system to allow

for rapid access to data already in WRD records. Additional

funding will be required by the WRD if they are to upgrade their

data retrieval system. Another possibility is to speed up the

process of determining the number of valid existing water rights.

24
This process began in 1909 but is only 707. complete at present

A third alternative is that the WRD could pursue its right to

cancel water rights that have not been exercised for five years

or more. Pursuing this alternative would again require additional

funding for the IJRD. If ft had more money, the WRD could also



seek out and cancel the permits of

not applying their allotted volume

or are applying their appropriated

for which their permit was issued.

expensive, and the WRD feels the b
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the costs

CONCLUS ION
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water appropriators who are

of water to beneficial use,

water to other than the use

Pursuing such cases is often

nefits do not always equal

The relatively recent widespread concern for amenity values

of water has led to legislation that has attempted to preserve

minimum stream flows in many streams in Oregon for the purposes

of protecting aquatic life and abating pollution. Due to the

evolution of water law in the Western states, and the fact that

State water law must address itself to meeting the water needs of

both heavily consumptive utilitarian values and instream values,

the Western states are more greatly constrained than is the federal

government in providing strong protection for Instream values.

Nevertheless, Oregon's MSF program is a step in this direction,

and with improvements can adequately serve the needs for pre8ervation

of a minimum perennial water level in Oregon's waterways.

Perhaps the single most needed improvement is for the

Legislative Assembly to grant the WRD more clearly-defined

authority to withdraw from future appropriation those streams

in which in its judgement it appears probable there will be no

available water to supply additional demands during the low-

flow period of the year. If the Legislative Assembly were to

grant this power to the WRD, it would alleviate three areas of

conflict in relation to the MSF program: (1) It would enable
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irrigators and other offstream water appropriators to know the

limits of the supply of water they have to work with and thue

not come to count on the use of water that will be denied them.

No doubt this could also eventually help facilitate conservation

of water in the future. (2) It would minimize present litigation

in which the largely unquantifiable value to fisheries and other

amenity values of preserving minimum stream flows must continually

be assessed relative to easily quantifiable monetary losses to

crops and other products of utilitarian uses of water. (3) Finally,

granting this power to the WRD would relieve the members of the

Water Policy Review Board of heavy emotional, economic, and political

pressures with which they must contend whenver they deny appeals

for suspension of MSFts in the summer lowflow period of the

year26. As it stands now, the WRD feels it does not have the

authority,except on a temporary basis, to stop issuing rights

for additional water appropriation on most streams on which

minimum stream flows have been established. If the WRD is not

given clear authority to stop issuing permits in these cases,

not many years from now there will no doubt be many people who

will have made large investments in water resource development

and come to rely on water that with increasing frequency very well

may not be available. This will most likely bring on tremendous

conflicts involving environmentalists on the one hand, junior

appropriators on the other, and the WPRB caught in the middle.

It would serve the interests of all to prevent these conflicts

from intensifying.
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APPENDIX A

RELEVANT OREGON LEGISLATION

(Source: Oregon Revised Statutes, 1975)

The following are pertinent Oregon laws currently in effect:

ORS 536.008 Water Resources Department. The Water Resources

Department is established. The department shall consist of

the Water Policy Review Board, the Water Resources Director,

and all their employee or assistants.

ORS 536.300 Formulation of State Water Resources Policy.

(1) The board shall proceed as rapidly as possible to study:

Existing water resources of this state; means and methods of

conserving and augmenting such water resources; existing and

contemplated needs and uses of water for domestic, municipal,

irrigation, power development, industrial, mining, recreation,

wildlife, and fish life uses and for pollution abatement, all

of which are declared to be beneficial uses, and all other

related subjects, including drainage, reclamation, flood plains

and reservoir sites.

(2) Based upon said studiee and after an opportunity to be

heard has been given to all other state agencies which may be

concerned, the board shall progressively formulate a integrated,

coordinated program for the use and control of all the water

resources of this state and issue statements thereof.

ORS 536.310 Purposes and Policies to be Considered in Formulating

State Water Resources Policy. In formulating the water resources
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program under subsection (2) of ORS 536.300, the board shall

take into consideration the purposes and declarations enumerated

in ORS 536.220 and also the following additional declarations

of policy:

(1) Existing rights, established duties of water, and relative

priorities concerning the use of the waters of this state and

the laws governing the same are to be protected and preserved

subject to the principle that all of the waters within this state

belong to the public for use by the people for beneficial purposes

without waste;

(2) It is in the public interest that integration and coordination

of uses of water and augmentation of existing supplies for all

beneficial purposes be achieved for the maximum economic develop-

ment thereof for the benefit of the state as a whole;

(3) That adequate and safe supplies be preserved and protected

for human consumption, while conserving maximum supplies for

other beneficial uses;

(4) Multiple-purpose impoundment structures are to be preferred

over single-purpose structures; upstream impoundments are to be

preferred over downstream impoundments. The fishery resource

of this state is an important economic and recreational asset.

In the planning and construction of impoundment structures and mill-

dams and other artificial obstructions, due regard shall be given

to means and methods for its protection;

(5) Competitive exploitation of water resources of this state

for single-purpose uses is to be discouraged when other feasible

means are in the general public interest.

(6) In considering the benefits to be derived from drainage,
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consideration shall also be given to possible harmful effects

upon ground water supplies and protection of wildlife;

(7) The maintenance of minimum perennial stream flows sufficient

to support aquatic life and to minimize pollution shall be fostered

and encouraged if existing rights and priorities under existing

laws will permit;

(8) Watershed development policies shall be favored, whenever

possible, for the preservation of balanced multiple uses, and

project construction and planning with those ends in view shall

be encouraged.

(9) Due regard shall be given in the planning and development

of water recreation facilitie8 to safeguard against pollution.

(10) It is of paramount importance in all cooperative programs

that the principle of the sovereignty of this state over all the

waters within the state be protected and preserved, and such

cooperation by the board shall be designed so as to reinforce

and strengthen state control;

(11) Local development of watershed conservation, when consistent

with sound engineering and economic principles, is to be promoted

and encouraged; and

(12) When proposed uses of water are in mutually exclusive conflict

or when available supplies of water are insufficient for all who

desire to use them, preference shall be given to human consumption

purposes over all other uses and for livestock consumption

over any other use, and thereafter other beneficial purposes in

such order as may be in the public interest consistent with the

principles of chapter 707, Oregon Laws, 1955, under the existing

circumstances.
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ORS 536.340 Classification of water as to Highest and Best Use

and Quantity of Use; Enforcement of Laws Concerning Loss of

Water Rights; Prescribing Preferences for Future Uses. Subject

at all times to existing rights and priorities to use water of this

state, the board: (1) May, by a water resources statement

referred to in subsection (2) of ORS 536.300, classify and reclassify

the lakes, streams, underground reservoirs or other sources of

water supply in this state as to the highest and best use and

quantities of use thereof for the future in aid of an Integrated

and balanced program for the benefit of the state as a whole.

The board may so classify and reclassify portions of any such

sources of water supply separately. Classification or reclassification

of sources of water supply as provided in the subsection has the

effect of restricting the use and quantitie8 of use thereof to

the uses and quantities of uses specified in the classification or

reclassification, and no other uses or quantities of uses except

as approved by the board under ORS 536.370 to 536.390.

(2) Shall diligently enforce laws concerning cancellation, release

and discharge of excessive unused claims to waters of this state

to the end that such excessive and unused amounts may be made

available for appropriation and beneficial use by the public.

(3) May, by a water resources statement referred to in subsection

(2) of ORS 536.300 and subject to the preferential uses named in

subsection (12) of ORS 536.310, prescribe preferences for the

future for particular uses and quantities of uses of the waters

of any lake, stream or other source of water supply in this state

in aid of the highest and best beneficial use and quantities of

use thereof. In prescribing such preferences the board shall
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give effect and due regard to the natural characteristics of

such sources of water supply, the adjacent topography, the economy

of such sources of water supply, the economy of the affected areas

seasonal requirement of various users of such waters, the type

of proposed use as between consumptive and nonconsumptive uses

and other pertinent data.

ORS 536.410 Withdrawal of Unappropriated Watera from Appropriation

by Board Order. (1) When the board determines that it is necessary

to insure compliance with the state water resources policy or

that it is otherwise necessary in the public interest to conserve

the water resources of this state for the maximum beneficial use

and control thereof that any unappropriated waters of this state,

including unappropriated waters released from storage or impound-

ment into the natural flow of a stream for specified purposes

be withdrawn from appropriation for all or any uses, the board,

on behalf of the state, may issue an order of withdrawal.

(2) Prior to the is8uance of the order of withdrawal the board

shall hold a public hearing on the necessity for the withdrawal.

Notice of the hearing shall be published in at least one issue

each week for at least two consecutive weeks prior to the hearing

in a newspaper of general circulation published in each county

in which are located the waters proposed to be withdrawn.

(3) The order of withdrawal shall specify with particularity

the waters withdrawn from appropriation, the uses for which the

waters are withdrawn, the reason for the withdrawal and the

duration of the withdrawal. The board may modify or revoke the

order at any time.



(4) Copies of the order of withdrawal and notices of any modification

or revocation thereof shall be filed with the Water Resources

Director.

(5) While the order of withdrawal is in effect, no application

for a permit to appropriate the waters withdrawn for the uses

specified in the order and no application for a preliminary

permit or license involving appropriations of such waters shall

be received for filing by the Water Resources Director.

ORS 536.430 Board to Devise Plans and Programs for Development

of Water Resources. The board shall devise plans and programs

for the development of the water resources of this state in such

a manner as to encourage, promote and secure the maximum beneficial

use and control thereof.

ORS 536.580 Rights Acquired Prior to Augu8t 3, 1955, not Affected.

Nothing in ORS 509.645, 536.210 to 536.550 or 543.225, as enacted

by chapter 707, Oregon laws 1955, nor in the amendments made by

chapter 707, Oregon Laws 1955, to ORS 225.290, 225.300, 261.325,

261.330, 509.605, 509.610, 509.625, 509.640, 537.170, 537.200,

543.050 or 543.230, nor in sections 38.41, 43, 45, or 50 of

chapter 707, Oregon Laws 1955, shall be construed to take away

or impair any right to any waters or to the use of any water8

vested and inchoate prior to August 3, 1955.
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APPENDIX B

ESTABLISHED MINIMUM STREAM FLOWS IN

SELECTED OREGON RIVER BASINS

(Source: WRD River Basin Programs)

River Basin programs are periodically issued by the Water Resources

Department. The programs classify the waters of the basin as to

the uses permitted and establish minimum stream flows. The

following are the MSF's established in four of the state's

eighteen river basins.

Grande Ronde River Basin (1964)

Stream

Upper Grande Ronde River

Lower Grande Ronde River

I 1$ H II

Minam River

Imnaha River

John Day River Basin (1964)

Stream

Middle Fk. John Day River

North Fk. John Day River

,, It It II H

MSF Amount and Location

15 c.f.s. at USGS Gage #3190

300 c.f.e. at USGS Gage #3325

420 c.f.s. at Oregon-Washington bdy.

100 c.f.s. at confluence with

Wallowa River

85 c.f.s. at USGS Gage #2920

NSF Amount and Location

10 c.f.s. at USGS Gage #14-0440

(at Ritter)

35 c.f.s. at former USGS Gage

#14-0415 (near Dale)

55 c.f.s. at mouth
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John Day River Basin (cont.)

Stream NSF Amount and Location

John Day River 30 c.f.a. at USGS Gage #14-0465

Hood Basin (1966)

Stream

Middle Fk. Hood River

West Fk. Hood River

Hood River

Deschutes River Basin (1967)

S tr earn

Lake Creek

(at Service Creek)

20 c,f.s. at USGS Gage #14-0480

(at McDonald Ferry)

NSF Amount and Location

10 c,f.s. at mouth

100 c.f.s. between USGS Gage

#1185 and mouth

45 c,f.s. between Powerdale

Diversion Dam and mouth

MSF Amount and Location

20 c,f.e, at confluence with

Metolius River

White River 95 c,f.s. at mouth
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